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Beerlao: Blazing a trail in Laos' beer industry  

Powerhouses like Singapore, Thailand and Indonesia take 

centre state in Southeast Asia: but Laos is also one to 

watch. Read more  
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Beer of the gods: Hong Kong craft brand evokes local culture 

and folklore  

Just as a temple or village hall in southern China will always greet you with a 

door guardian, so does the entrance to Moonzen brewery in Hong Kong. 

Indeed, the carvings inspired the craft beer brand’s name and its 

appearance. Read more  

 

 

Zero hero? Heineken wants no-alcohol beer to rival Coke in 

Singapore following Europe sales boom  

Heineken’s new zero-alcohol beer Heineken 0.0 is the brand’s pioneering foray 

into the Low and No Alcohol (LNA) category in Singapore, with the firm 
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targeting availability in locations such as salad bars, gyms and offices as it 

seeks to rival soft drinks giants such as Coca-Cola. Read more  

 
 

 

Vietnamese brewer records remarkable comeback on ThaiBev 

balance sheet  

"We are all ready to rock 'n' roll," said Bennett Neo on being installed by Thai 

Beverage as general director of Sabeco. Given that the Vietnamese brewer 

contributed almost half of its parent’s revenues in the first financial quarter this 

year, the performance has been more Rolling Stones than James Blunt. Read 

more  

 
 

 

How ambitious craft brands are jostling for Saigon success  

In just three years, a craft scene has exploded in Vietnam’s beer capital. We 

talk to some of the craft brewers and entrepreneurs driving the sector forward 

with Vietnamese ingredients and local twists. Read more  
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